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1. Overview 
This report recommends changes to the boundaries of annual conferences and 
episcopal areas within the South Central Jurisdiction (SCJ) of The United Methodist 
Church (UMC) based on a discernment and feedback process carried out by the SCJ 
Mission 21 Task Force. The Task Force, which includes representatives from each 
episcopal area, was formed after the 2012 SCJ Conference via a resolution from the 
SCJ College of Bishops. In the resolution, the Mission 21 Task Force was required to bring 
a recommendation to the 2016 South Central Jurisdictional Conference, and this report 
contains that recommendation.  

The purpose of this document is to share (1) the Task Force’s discernment process, 
(2) results of the survey we conducted with as many organizations and people as 
possible throughout the jurisdiction to gain feedback on a variety of possible options, 
and (3) a set of recommendations for the SCJ to consider at its July 2016 meeting.  

In short, the Mission 21 Task Force is recommending that the 2016 South Central Jurisdictional 
Conference make a decision to proceed with a specific realignment of episcopal areas 
because (1) it is very likely that the SCJ will be required in 2020 to make a reduction in its number 
of bishops based on expected membership declines within the jurisdiction, and (2) the 2012 
General Conference changed the timing to require implementation by September of the first 
year of the quadrennium rather than the fourth year of the quadrennium. It is imperative that 
the 2016 Jurisdictional Conference make decisions that allow the SCJ to be prepared for 
implementation when and if a mandate for episcopal reductions comes. 

2. Background and Context 
In this section, we provide background information on the Mission 21 Task Force, our 
charge, and the history that brought us to our recommendations. 

The Charge of the Mission 21 Task Force 
The Mission 21 Task Force was mandated at the 2012 Jurisdictional Conference and is 
charged with examining the systematic and detailed realignment of SCJ resources 
including annual conferences and episcopal areas (See Appendix A for the text of the 
resolution). The Task Force is expected to make recommendations to the 2016 
Jurisdictional Conference. 

Background/Past Efforts 
During the 2008 quadrennium, in response to a mandate from the 2008 General 
Conference, the SCJ College of Bishops gathered information and considered various 
options for reducing the SCJ by one episcopal area. Because of the mandate to 
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eliminate an episcopal area prior to the 2012 Jurisdictional Conference, the College of 
Bishops had limited time to select a strategy for making the reduction prior to the 
deadline for implementation. After analyzing available data, determining priorities and 
values, and identifying options, the College of Bishops carried out a consultation 
process by which pairs of bishops worked together to present the options being 
considered to each annual conference (delegates and other key leaders identified by 
the resident bishop) and gather feedback. The College of Bishops ultimately chose to 
combine the states of Kansas and Nebraska into the Great Plains Episcopal Area. The 
bishops learned through this process that such a decision takes time and requires 
broader input, and these lessons served as the impetus for the resolution for the Mission 
21 Task Force passed in 2012. 

Roles and Responsibilities 
The Book of Discipline addresses the topic of decisions about boundaries in Paragraph 
40, Article IV of the Constitution. This paragraph was amended at the 2012 General 
Conference and ratified by annual conferences in 2013 and 2014 in order to clarify 
confusion resulting from Judicial Council Decision 517. Judicial Council Decision 517 
gave the authority to determine episcopal area boundaries to Colleges of Bishops. The 
amendment that was passed by the 2012 General Conference and subsequently 
ratified by the annual conferences reversed the Judicial Council decision, effectively 
returning the power of boundary decisions to jurisdictional conferences (see Figure 1). 
The responsibility of the Mission 21 Task Force is to make recommendations to the 2016 
South Central Jurisdictional Conference. The Task Force will cease to exist after the 2016 
Jurisdictional Conference. Changes to episcopal area boundaries must be approved 
by the Jurisdictional Conference. 

Figure 1. Amendments to Paragraph 40, Article IV, Book of Discipline, approved by the 2012 
General Conference and Ratified by Annual Conferences 

Amend ¶40 as indicated:  
¶ 40. Article IV.  
Changes in t The number, names, and boundaries of the annual conferences and episcopal areas may be 
effected shall be determined by the jurisdictional conferences in the United States of America and by the central 
conferences outside the United States of America according to the provisions under the respective powers and 
pursuant to the respective structures of the jurisdictional and the central conferences.  The authority of 
jurisdictional and central conferences provided herein is not circumscribed or limited by the authority provided to 
the College of Bishops to arrange a plan of episcopal supervision. 
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Current South Central Jurisdiction 
The SCJ currently includes 10 episcopal areas that span 12 annual conferences. Figure 
2 is a map of these annual conferences.1 Figure 3 shows statistics associated with these 
conferences. 

Figure 2. The South Central Jurisdiction 

                                                 
1 The Oklahoma Indian Missionary Annual Conference (OIMC) is historically the oldest Methodist annual 
conference in Oklahoma. The OIMC is based primarily within the geographic boundaries of the state of 
Oklahoma, but also has a number of vital congregations in annual conferences across the U.S. 
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Figure 3. South Central Jurisdiction Statistics 
 

 

Mission 21 Task Force Composition 
The Task Force included one representative for each episcopal area and two bishops 
(Bishop Cynthia Fierro Harvey—Louisiana Annual Conference, and Bishop Mike Lowry—
Central Texas Annual Conference). 

Annual Conference Representative Status 
Arkansas Justin Ledbetter clergy 
Central Texas Darlene Alfred lay 
Great Plains Lisa Maupin lay 
Louisiana Juan Huertas clergy 
Oklahoma/Oklahoma Indian Missionary Carlos Ramirez clergy 
Missouri Robin Roderick clergy 
North Texas Pavielle Jenkins lay 
Northwest Texas/New Mexico Susan Brumbaugh lay 
Río Texas Carl Rohlfs clergy 
Texas Jim Welch clergy 

 

The Task Force was also assisted by David Severe (SCJ Executive Director), Paula 
Whitbeck (General Board of Pensions and Health Benefits), Peter Wernett (Mission Insite), 
Pattie Wood (Bishop Lowry’s executive assistant), J. Vance Morton (the 
Communications and IT Director for the Central Texas Annual Conference), and Mary 
Brooke Casad, who originally represented the North Texas Annual Conference on the 
Task Force but later transitioned into a consultant role. 

Conference Sq. Miles Churches Worship Apportionment Pop 2020 Race by % 2020

Arkansas 53,122 665 51,058 $14,366,588 3,088,659 A1     B14     H7       W75  O3

Great Plains 159,285 1,038 89,022 $17,444,712 4,936,497 A2     B5.5    H10     W80  O3

Central Texas 22,003 301 48,403 $10,198,935 4,245,709 A3     B12     H23     W59  O2

Louisiana 52,524 493 40,875 $8,181,548 4,768,772 A1.5  B31     H4       W61  O2 

Missouri 69,565 825 79,430 $13,755,368 6,212,929 A2     B11     H4       W82  O2

New Mexico 165,178 154 14,417 $4,015,532 3,377,202 A1     B2        H55     W32  O9

North Texas 16,281 300 59,638 $11,939,604 5,490,559 A6     B14.5  H26     W51  O2

Northwest TX 63,656 214 19,381 $7,146,243 1,424,721 A1.5  B5       H33     W59  O2

OK/OK Indian Missionary 69,793 595 55,886 $16,751,159 4,017,030 A2     B7      H9       W69  O13

Rio Texas 83,600 363 47,407 $10,175,876 7,467,248 A2     B4.5   H57      W35  O1

Texas 46,882 678 104,412 $21,978,478 9,712,524 A5     B16.5  H29.5  W47  O2 

Note: Race Legend (% Rounded)

A: Asian

B: Black/African American

H: Hispanic, Latino

W: White, Caucasian

O: Native American, Pacific Islander, Other Non Hispanic  

Churches, Worship and Apportionment is 2012 data from GCF&A

Apportionment: Does not include District Apportionments
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Mission 21 Task Force Activities 
The Task Force met seven times during the last quadrennium. Through these meetings, 
we have:  

 gotten to know and trust each other 
 reviewed materials and information considered by the College of Bishops 

between 2008 and 2012 
 identified a variety of considerations to drive the development of options, 

narrowed the options to five priorities and further to three major themes (see 
Figure 4) 

 gathered and reviewed resources such as regional maps from other 
denominations, maps depicting media coverage, and historic annual 
conference configurations 

 examined multiple scenarios for potential changes 
 developed a survey to gather feedback on several key scenarios 
 identified a primary recommendation for changes to annual conference 

boundaries within our jurisdiction, along with several implementation 
recommendations 

Figure 4. Mission 21 Task Force Priorities for Recommending Changes to Annual Conferences 
and Episcopal Area Boundaries for the South Central Jurisdiction 
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Considerations 
As depicted in Figure 4, the Task Force defined three broad considerations in 
developing scenarios and making recommendations: 

 Focusing on groupings that serve the mission of the church, capitalize on 
similarities and emphasize creativity rather than doing what is easy. 

 Developing groupings that position annual conferences and our jurisdiction for 
the future, taking into account population trends and future needs. 

 Considering issues faced by bishops, including balanced supervision 
responsibilities and maximizing effectiveness, that allow our episcopal leaders to 
efficiently provide guidance and oversight to their areas. See Appendix B for 
further discussion of this complex consideration.  

We also reviewed changes to Paragraph 404 of the Book of Discipline regarding the 
determination of the number of bishops each jurisdiction receives and what happens if 
a jurisdiction drops below the threshold: 

 U. S. Jurisdictional Conferences 
o Five bishops per 300,000 church members or fewer 
o One additional bishop per every 300,000 additional members2 

 It shall be the responsibility of the affected Jurisdiction, through its Committee on 
Episcopacy, to request consideration of its missional need for an exception. 

 If a reduction in the number of bishops is required, the reduction will be effective 
September 1 of the calendar year in which the reduction was determined by the 
General Conference. [Note that the 2012 General Conference changed the 
effective date from September 1 of the fourth calendar year after the decision is 
made to September 1 of the same year]. 

Along with Paragraph 404, we considered trends in annual conferences and 
projections on the number of bishops due to the SCJ provided by Don House (Texas 
Annual Conference).3 Based on the latest analysis from the General Council on Finance 
and Administration (GCFA; see www.gcfa.org/jurisdictional-bishop-count-could-be-
reduced-in-two-us-jurisdictions), the SCJ did not cross that threshold before the 2016 
General Conference met.  

                                                 
2 One of the survey respondents asked how the SCJ could have the number of bishops it does, given the 
statistics presented above for the current annual conferences. Please note that ¶404 refers to the number 
of members rather than the number in worship (which is what the Task Force members felt was a more 
relevant statistic for comparison in its work). 
3 Several survey respondents emphasized the need to grow disciples as a primary strategy to maintain or 
increase membership levels and avoid the need to face a reduction at all. 
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The membership within the jurisdiction is likely to decline enough to trigger a mandate 
from the General Conference in 2020 to reduce the number of bishops within the SCJ.4 
Given the change in implementation timing (due to the change in the effective date of 
implementation by action of the 2012 General Conference—see above), the speed 
with which the Jurisdictional Conference must respond to any future mandate 
highlights the importance of the Task Force’s work.  

Because of the time and details involved in implementing changes to episcopal areas, 
we recommend that the Jurisdictional Conference make a contingent decision that 
would result in the reduction of an episcopal area in advance of any mandate from 
General Conference. In other words, the Jurisdictional Conference could decide in 
2016 to make changes that result in a reduction to the number of episcopal areas and 
begin planning for those changes. For example, in 2019, when GCFA completes its 
analysis and determines whether any jurisdictions will be required to reduce the number 
of bishops, and if the South Central Jurisdiction is required to make a reduction, the 
Jurisdiction will then have only one year to implement the changes, and only two 
months from the date of the next Jurisdictional Conference, making this sort of 
contingent decision especially prescient. However, if the GCFA analysis shows no need 
to reduce the number of bishops, then the contingent decision could be put on hold 
until some future Jurisdictional Conference needs to make a final decision.  

The Task Force discussed the possibility of requesting a missional exception to any future 
requirement regarding reductions in the number of episcopal areas and determined 
that doing so would only delay the inevitable. We want to ensure the jurisdiction is 
prepared when and if a future General Conference requires a reduction in the number 
of episcopal areas; therefore, the Task Force is not including the option of requesting a 
missional exception among its recommendations.  

If a specific realignment is approved, the Jurisdictional Conference, through a floor 
action, will then need to designate a group or committee to implement the changes. 
We recommend that the Jurisdictional Conference establish a new task force to 
implement any changes approved by the Jurisdictional Conference. Membership 
would likely include two bishops from the College of Bishops, and one representative 
from each affected episcopal area, nominated by the resident bishop of those areas. 
This implementation task force would be charged with finalizing the details of the 

                                                 
4 One of the survey respondents suggested that the Task Force is attempting to solve a problem that may 
not exist for much longer if a future General Conference changes the denominational structure in a way 
that no longer incorporates jurisdictional conferences in the U.S. Although this is possible, the earliest that 
issue is expected to be considered would be the 2020 General Conference, which would then have to be 
ratified by annual conferences for implementation in 2024. The SCJ could face a mandate to reduce the 
number of episcopal areas as early as September 2020. 
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recommended plan—including making any needed changes to boundaries—and 
working toward implementation of the recommended plan, engaging consultants to 
lead/coordinate the process, develop maps, and negotiate any potential pensions 
and health benefits issues. The final plan can then be approved by a future 
Jurisdictional Conference. If the Jurisdictional Conference decides not to accept a 
specific alignment recommendation, no action will be taken, and the report can 
remain as a resource for any future work in this area. 

Implications of Pensions/Benefits, Clergy Assignments, and Asset Redistribution 
Pensions/Benefits Implications. One of the major barriers to any change in annual 
conference boundaries or unification of such conferences is in how to handle pensions 
and health benefits for current and retired clergy within those conferences. In many 
annual conferences, a large proportion of resources are tied up in reserves or within 
benefit plans, and a joining of annual conferences might greatly benefit one 
conference while diluting the resources of another. Also, because each annual 
conference funds (or does not fund) post-retirement health benefits differently, it can 
be difficult to decide what benefits will or will not be made available to retired clergy 
(and sometimes spouses) under the new alignment. Another concern is how to handle 
“pre-82” pension benefits, which are specifically tied to the annual conference clergy 
served prior to 1982. These complications require that prior to any annual conference 
realignment, benefits need to be approached with care and a clear and defined plan 
for those benefits needs to be understood.5 A more detailed discussion of the concerns 
and some potential strategies for addressing such concerns appears in Appendix C. 

Clergy Assignment Implications. Some survey respondents raised concerns about how 
clergy assignments would be handled with any changes to annual conference 
boundaries. Two specific comments were as follows: “Leaving pastors who are unlucky 
enough to be appointed at the time of the transition could find themselves in another 
annual conference...not by choice,” and “Currently, clergy can transfer between the 
NM AC and the NWTX AC, so what will be in place to allow clergy who are currently 
serving in NWTX to go back to NM, should they wish, if the conferences are no longer 
one episcopal area (or vice versa)?” Members of the Task Force discussed this issue and 
acknowledged that in some instances pastors might find themselves in a different 
annual conference after certain realignments. The greatest of care would need to be 
taken to address such situations. The annual conferences would need to be nimble 

                                                 
5 All the more reason to have a contingent plan in place prior to any mandate to reduce the number of 
episcopal areas in the SCJ.  Under the current Discipline, the SCJ could have a matter of months to address 
these very critical considerations, further complicating the Task Force’s priority of missional considerations 
over merely practical (financial) or expedient ones. 
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during this process and should be informed by strategies employed by other annual 
conferences who have experienced similar boundary changes. Usually there is a period 
of time during which pastors have the opportunity to move to a new annual 
conference of their choosing, provided there is an appointment available. 

Asset Redistribution Implications. In any change of annual conference boundaries, 
there is also the issue of asset distribution or re-distribution. That process can become 
exceedingly tedious and time-consuming. Though this is no small matter, the Mission 21 
Task Force commends to all involved that the assets of each annual conference (as 
well as the assets of each human being) are God’s and held in trust for a finite period of 
time. While no annual conference or cadre of congregations should be short-changed, 
it is counter to the Gospel for the Body of Christ to spat about assets. A fair distribution or 
re-distribution does not have to be exact to be effective. In short, whoever holds it in 
trust, it all belongs to God. 

3. Mission 21 Survey Results 
The Mission 21 Task Force developed a draft report (available at 
www.ctcumc.org/mission21) to share with members of the SCJ that contained three 
scenarios or options for the Jurisdictional Conference to consider: (1) redrawing annual 
conference boundaries in the majority of conferences (The Comprehensive Option), (2) 
combining Río Texas with New Mexico as one episcopal area and Northwest Texas with 
Central Texas as another episcopal area (The Base Option), and (3) redrawing 
boundaries in Texas and New Mexico (The Hybrid Option). The Task Force members 
developed a survey for members of the SCJ to provide feedback on each option. 
Bishop Lowry of the Central Texas Annual Conference sent the initial invitation to the 
College of Bishops and heads of delegations on January 28, 2016. Two reminders were 
sent by a member of the Task Force, and the survey closed on February 16.  

135 individuals participated in the survey, with at least one person from every annual 
conference within the SCJ (see Figure 5). Approximately two-thirds of respondents were 
male; more than half were between the ages of 40 and 64; in addition to eight bishops 
who responded, there was an even split of clergy and laity. 
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Figure 5. Annual Conference Participation in the Mission 21 Survey 

 
Note: 15 respondents chose not to disclose their annual conference affiliation. 

For each option, respondents could indicate that the option was (1) their top choice, 
(2) not their top choice but viable, or (3) not viable. Some overarching results: 

 Six respondents indicated that all three options are not viable.  
 28 respondents did not indicate a “top” choice (selected a combination of “not 

viable” and “viable but not top” or selected “viable but not top” for all three 
options). 

 Three respondents selected more than one option as their top choice. 
 Comprehensive Option: nearly two-thirds of respondents (63.7%) said this option 

is not viable. Ten respondents, however, indicated this as their top choice. 
 Base Option: 85% of respondents favorably responded to this option (44.36% said 

it was their top choice; 40.6% said it was viable but not their top choice). 
 Hybrid Option: 76% of respondents favorably responded to this option (27.1% said 

it was their top choice; 48.9% said it was viable but not their top choice). 

The survey provided respondents the opportunity to share comments about the 
advantages and disadvantages of each option, as well as any general comments. Task 
Force members reviewed these comments carefully to glean new ideas for the report, 
examine additional alternate scenarios (see Appendix D), and add information to the 
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final report to answer questions raised by respondents. With a small handful of 
exceptions, the comments we received were very encouraging, affirming, and 
supportive. It was especially noticeable to see the concerns raised for members of the 
Río Texas and New Mexico Annual Conferences from respondents outside those 
conferences, noting how significantly several of the options would affect them. The Task 
Force members are grateful for the acknowledgement of how difficult this task was and 
the offers of prayer support we received. 

4. Realignment Recommendations 
Based on its work to date and the feedback received from the survey, the Task Force is 
recommending one specific realignment option as its first choice. We also noted strong 
support for a second realignment scenario that is a viable solution if the 2016 
Jurisdictional Conference does not approve the Task Force’s primary recommended 
option. Each is described in more detail below. The maps included with each option 
are approximations, and the exact geographic boundaries will need to be finalized by 
a future implementation task force. In general, we intended to retain the current 
boundaries of annual conferences on the exterior edges of the jurisdiction and used 
county lines to guide changes to boundaries within the jurisdiction. 

First Choice: The Missional Option 
The Task Force recommends what we are calling the “Missional” option, which is an 
improved variation of the “Hybrid” option that was presented in the draft report 
(available at www.ctcumc.org/mission21).6 The Missional option would realign annual 
conference boundaries within the states of New Mexico and Texas to result in a 
reduction from five episcopal areas (six annual conferences) to four.7 The creation of 
new annual conferences in Texas and New Mexico offers a fresh opportunity to align 
ministry based on cultural affinities and an equitable episcopal workload. Annual 
conference boundaries were drawn by counties, with consideration given to the main 
interstate arteries and major metropolitan areas (see Figure 6 for a map showing all four 

                                                 
6 In the draft report, the Task Force presented two variations of the Hybrid option: one in which one of the 
annual conferences was centered around the Rio Grande corridor and another in which the state of New 
Mexico as whole was partnered with other areas to the northeast, and the Texas portion of the New 
Mexico Annual Conference was joined with areas to the southeast. The “New Mexico State” variation was 
favored by a large majority of survey respondents and provided for better balance across conferences, so 
the Task Force decided to proceed with this second variation of the original Hybrid option as its top 
recommendation. 
7 Local congregations that are currently part of the Oklahoma Indian Missionary Conference (OIMC) 
existing within the boundaries of the areas affected by this recommendation would remain affiliated with 
the OIMC. 
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new annual conferences).8 This option also offers a reasonably balanced financial base 
for each of the resulting annual conferences (see Figure 7 for the statistics).9 

Figure 6. The Missional Option (Mission 21 Task Force First Choice) 

 
Figure 7. Statistics resulting from the Missional Option 

 
                                                 
8 Final recommendations on annual conference boundaries could be made by the implementation task 
force and approved by a future South Central Jurisdictional Conference. 
9 Based on survey feedback, the Task Force made some changes to the “New Mexico State” variation of 
the Hybrid option presented in the draft report: namely to ensure that all four resulting annual conferences 
have access to a United Methodist camping facility. This slight shift of counties from Conference 4 to 
Conference 2 also has the advantage of creating even more balance across annual conferences. 

Conference   Sq. Miles   Churches   Worship  Apportionment  Pop 2020        Race by % 2020            
       1            38,410        494        90,672    $19,141,333     8,815,219    A6, B17, H31, W45, O2 
       2            26,100        500        75,236    $15,197,622     6,670,266    A5, B14, H24, W54, O2    
       3            134,432        538        65,617    $14,506,108   10,161,171    A2, B5,   H54, W37, O2   
       4            207,029        476        60,769    $16,391,778     6,253,801    A2, B7,   H33, W52, O6   
 
Note: Race Legend (% Rounded) 
 A: Asian 
 B: Black/African American 
 H: Hispanic, Latino 

W: White, Caucasian 
O: Native American, Pacific Islander, Other Non Hispanic   

Churches, Worship and Apportionment is 2012 data from GCF&A 
Apportionment: Does not include District Apportionments 
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The Task Force selected this option as its top recommended realignment option for two 
important reasons: (1) The Hybrid option was supported as feasible by more than three-
fourths of survey respondents, so we felt it had the potential for strong support, and (2) 
although the “Base” option had somewhat stronger support, the Task Force members 
agreed that the Hybrid option is more in line with the Task Force Priorities that had 
guided our work in that it is more missional,  positions the jurisdiction better for the future, 
and creates a better balance across annual conferences.  

Although the re-drawing of these lines presents the usual administrative challenges that 
accompany restructuring plans – primarily in the area of pensions – the option does 
hold the potential of strengthening each area missionally for the future. It also builds on 
cooperative work that has already been done in merging the New Mexico and Texas 
Methodist Foundations. The emphasis on regional cultural affinities could be a unifying 
factor in reaching under-served populations. Several comments from survey 
respondents sum it up well:  

 “Innovation is disruptive. Merger is convenient. I would wish that the church—
even if only occasionally—was motivated by mission, outreach and innovation 
rather than convenience and simplicity.” 

 “Any realignment plan is going to be costly and complicated, no matter how 
minor it may seem.  If we are going to bother to do a realignment we should 
make it count.” 

 “I would prefer the hybrid model, as it would hopefully send a signal to our 
churches that our mission and future orientation are the most important ground 
for our organization. We do belong to one another, and the conference is vital 
to that connection, but our belonging is no longer the end goal; it is a means or 
tool toward a greater end, which is service to God's mission.” 

A potential over-arching concern about this plan is that it would have major implications 
on benefits (life insurance, disability plans, retirement, etc.), but these changes would 
affect fewer annual conferences and bishops than would the Comprehensive Option 
the Task Force developed for the draft report (see Appendix D), which shared similar 
concerns. However, one bishop who responded said of this option, “Dealing with the 
pensions, insurance, etc. will be difficult, but not prohibitive to the plan.” Another 
general concern raised about this option was, “Time needed to build relationships and 
trust,” which speaks to the advantages making a contingent decision that allows the 
affected annual conferences time to build relationships and trust. 

Each of the proposed new annual conferences is described in more detail below. 
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Conference 1 
Conference 1 (see the map in Figure 8) includes the Texas counties of Anderson, 
Angelina, Austin, Brazoria, Brazos, Burleson, Caddo, Chambers, Cherokee, Fort Bend, 
Freestone, Galveston, Grimes, Hardin, Harris, Houston, Jasper, Jefferson, Leon, Liberty, 
Limestone, Madison, Matagorda, Montgomery, Nacogdoches, Newton, Orange, 
Panola, Polk, Robertson, Rusk, Sabine, San Augustine, San Jacinto, Shelby, Trinity, Tyler, 
Walker, Waller, Washington and Wharton. The episcopal office would likely be located in 
Houston, but the final recommendation can be determined by a future task force. 

The rationale for the territory that 
would encompass Conference 1 
includes: 

 Southeast Texas cultural and 
economic affinities to 
Houston; 

 Reasonable travel distances; 
 Includes the I-45 and I-10 

corridors; 
 Major airports include 

Houston International and 
Houston Hobby 

Additional concerns (beyond 
pension implications) related to 
Conference 1 include: 

 The area is geographically 
small compared with 
Conferences 3 and 4 
(however, increasing the 
area would also increase episcopal workload—especially with regard to the 
number of churches and clergy—in some potentially unmanageable ways); 

 Some areas within this proposed annual conference do not share affinities to 
Houston, but it is not clear that they would have affinities with the Dallas area of 
Conference 2, either, and survey respondents did not generally support a more 
comprehensive option to group these areas with parts of Louisiana. 

  

Figure 8. The Missional Option: Conference 
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Conference 2 
Conference 2 (see the map in Figure 9) includes the Texas counties of Bowie, Camp, 
Cass, Clay, Collin, Cooke, Dallas, Delta, Denton, Ellis, Fannin, Franklin, Grayson, Gregg, 
Harrison, Henderson, Hill, Hopkins, Hunt, Kaufman, Lamar, Marion, Montague, Morris, 
Navarro, Rains, Red River, Rockwall, Smith, Titus, Upshur, Van Zandt, Wichita, Wise, and 
Wood.  The episcopal office would likely be located in Dallas, but the final 
recommendation can be determined by a future task force. 

The rationale for the territory that would encompass Conference 2 includes: 

 Northeast Texas cultural and economic affinities to Dallas; 
 Reasonable travel distances; 
 Inclusion of western counties ensure access to camping facilities; 
 Includes the I-20, I-30, and I-35 corridors; 
 Major airports include Dallas International (DFW) and Dallas Love Field 

Additional concerns (beyond pension implications) related to Conference 2 include: 

 The area is geographically small compared with Conferences 3 and 4 
(however, increasing the area would also increase episcopal workload—
especially with regard to the number of churches and clergy—in some 
potentially unmanageable ways); 

 
Figure 9. The Missional Option: Conference 2 
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Conference 3 
Conference 3 (see the map in Figure 10) includes the Texas counties of Aransas, 
Atascosa, Bandera, Bastrop, Bee, Bell, Bexar, Blanco, Brewster, Brooks, Brown, Burnet, 
Caldwell, Calhoun, Cameron, Coke, Colorado, Coleman, Comal, Concho, Coryell, 
Crane, Crockett, Culberson, DeWitt, Dimmit, Duval, Ector, Edwards, El Paso, Falls, 
Fayette, Frio, Gillespie, Glasscock, Goliad, Gonzales, Guadalupe, Hays, Hidalgo, 
Hudspeth, Irion, Jackson, Jeff Davis, Jim Hogg, Jim Wells, Karnes, Kendall, Kenedy, Kerr, 
Kimble, Kinney, Kleberg, La Salle, Lampasas, Lavaca, Lee, Live Oak, Llano, Loving, 
Mason, Maverick, McCulloch, McLennan, McMullen, Medina, Menard, Midland, Milam, 
Mills, Nueces, Pecos, Presidio, Reagan, Real, Reeves, Refugio, Runnels, San Patricio, San 
Saba, Schleicher, Starr, Sterling, Sutton, Terrell, Tom Green, Travis, Upton, Uvalde, Val 
Verde, Victoria, Ward, Webb, Willacy, Williamson, Wilson, Winkler, Zapata and Zavala. 
The episcopal office would likely be located in San Antonio, but the final 
recommendation can be determined by a future task force.  

The rationale for the territory that would encompass Conference 3 includes: 

 West Texas cultural and economic affinities and rich legacies; 
 This area unites Midland and Odessa, which share a combined mission field 

focused around the oil and gas industry; 
 This proposed annual conference includes “border” areas within Texas 

containing churches that could potentially collaborate and work more directly 
and effectively with immigration issues; 

 Relatively larger population in the mission field, combined with greater 
combined resources (e.g., churches, clergy) provides enormous potential and 
opportunity for new faith communities; 

 Mutual mission fields: 
o Historic Hispanic population and culture 
o New Hispanic migration 

 Includes the I-10, I-35, and I-37 corridors; 
 Major airports include San Antonio International, Austin International, and El Paso. 

Additional concerns (beyond pension implications) related to Conference 3 include: 

 Large geographical region;  
 The Río Texas Annual Conference recently underwent its own unification process 

and may not be prepared to undertake another; 
 Placement of episcopal office: San Antonio is the largest metropolitan area but it 

is located on the eastern side of the proposed annual conference and may be 
perceived as too far a distance from the western part of the conference. 
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Figure 10. The Missional Option: Conference 3 

 
Conference 4 
Conference 4 (see the map in Figure 11) includes portions of Apache County in Arizona 
(the same areas as are included in the current New Mexico Annual Conference); all 
New Mexico counties: Bernalillo, Catron, Chaves, Cibola, Colfax, Curry, DeBaca, Doña 
Ana, Eddy, Grant, Guadalupe, Harding, Hidalgo, Lea, Lincoln, Los Alamos, Luna, 
McKinley, Mora, Otero, Quay, Rio Arriba, Roosevelt San Juan, San Miguel, Sandoval, 
Santa Fe, Sierra, Socorro, Taos, Torrance, Union and Valencia); and the Texas counties 
of Andrews, Archer, Armstrong, Bailey, Baylor, Borden, Bosque, Briscoe, Callahan, 
Carson, Castro, Childress, Cochran, Collingsworth, Comanche, Cottle, Crosby, Dallam, 
Dawson, Deaf Smith, Dickens, Donley, Eastland, Erath, Fisher, Floyd, Foard, Gaines, 
Garza, Gray, Hale, Hall, Hamilton, Hansford, Hardeman, Hartley, Haskell, Hemphill, 
Hockley, Hood, Howard, Hutchinson, Jack, Johnson, Jones, Kent, King, Knox, Lamb, 
Lipscomb, Lubbock, Lynn, Martin, Mitchell, Moore, Motley, Nolan, Ochiltree, Oldham, 
Palo Pinto, Parker, Parmer, Potter, Randall, Roberts, Scurry, Shackelford, Sherman, 
Somervell, Stephens, Stonewall, Swisher, Tarrant, Taylor, Terry, Throckmorton, Wheeler, 
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Wilbarger, Yoakum and Young. The episcopal office would likely be located in Ft. 
Worth, but the final recommendation can be determined by a future task force.  

The rationale for the territory that would encompass Conference 4 includes: 

 Shared cultural and economic affinities between eastern New Mexico and the 
northwest Texas area; 

 New Mexico and the panhandle of Texas have shared a bishop and have 
experienced many cross-appointments that have resulted in a blending of 
clergy within those areas; 

 Two urban anchors (Fort Worth and Albuquerque); 
 Fort Worth is referenced as a “West Texas” community and has the agricultural 

legacy of “Cowtown;” 
 Combination of areas could potentially strengthen churches within the proposed 

annual conference, and the relatively larger population provides potential for 
new faith communities; 

 Mutual mission field: 1st and 2nd generation Hispanic population attracted to jobs 
in larger cities and urban-centers as well as agriculture; 

 Includes the I-20, I-25, I-27, I-35, and I-40 corridors; 
 Airports include Dallas International (DFW), Albuquerque, and nearby El Paso. 

Additional concerns (beyond pension implications) related to Conference 4 include: 

 Large geographical region, although it is smaller than the current NM/NWTX 
pairing which encompasses 228,834 square miles;  

 Juxtaposition of the urban area of Fort Worth with the rural culture of the Texas 
panhandle; 

 Placement of episcopal office - Fort Worth is the largest metropolitan area but is 
located on the far eastern side of the proposed area and may be perceived as 
too far a distance from the western part of the area. One survey respondent 
suggested Abilene as a possible new annual conference office location. 
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Figure 11. The Missional Option: Conference 4 

 

Alternate Choice: The Pairing Option  
If the 2016 Jurisdictional Conference does not approve the Missional Option, as 
described above, the Task Force recommends the Pairing Option as its second choice 
for realignment. In this option, the New Mexico Annual Conference and the Northwest 
Texas Annual Conference, which are currently paired under one episcopal area would 
instead be paired with two existing episcopal areas, resulting in a reduction from three 
episcopal areas to two: 

 The Northwest Texas Annual Conference would be paired with the Central Texas 
Annual Conference to form one episcopal area 

 The New Mexico Annual Conference would be paired with the Río Texas Annual 
Conference to form one episcopal area 

The following map (Figure 12) illustrates the territory covered by these proposed 
episcopal area alignments. Although this option does not require that these paired 
annual conferences merge to form a single conference, we recommend that these 
new paired annual conferences consider unifying so that there will be one annual 
conference in each episcopal area. Such unification would focus episcopal leadership, 
maximize administrative efficiency, and improve missional effectiveness (see Figure 13 
for the resulting statistics). One survey respondent added that if unification is not 
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pursued, perhaps the paired annual conferences could develop some combined 
positions such as the Dean of the Cabinet or Assistant to the Bishop. 

Figure 12. The Northwest Texas/Central Texas and New Mexico/Río Texas Pairings (Pairing Option) 

 
Figure 13. Statistics resulting from the Base Option 

 
 
Each of the proposed pairings is described in further detail below. 

Conference   Sq. Miles   Churches    Worship   Apportionment     Pop 2020      Race by % 2020        
C & NW TX     85,660       515        67,784     $17,345,178       5,670,429    A3, B10, H26, W59, O2
NM & R TX   248,777        517        61,824     $14,191,408     10,844,450    A2, B 4,  H57, W34, O4
 
Note: Race Legend (% Rounded) 
 A: Asian 
 B: Black/African American 
 H: Hispanic, Latino 

W: White, Caucasian 
O: Native American, Pacific Islander, Other Non Hispanic   

Churches, Worship and Apportionment is 2012 data from GCF&A 
Apportionment: Does not include District Apportionments
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The Northwest Texas/Central Texas Pairing 
The rationale for pairing the Northwest Texas and Central Texas Annual Conferences 
(see Figure 14) includes: 

 Northwest Texas and Central Texas were one annual conference historically. 
 Fort Worth is referenced as a “West Texas” community and has the agricultural 

legacy of “Cowtown.” 
 The western portion of the CTX Annual Conference has a close economic affinity 

with Northwest Texas. 
 Both annual conferences share the Interstate 20 artery. 
 Mutual mission field: 1st and 2nd generation Hispanic population attracted to jobs 

in larger cities and urban-centers as well as agriculture. 

Figure 14. The Pairing Option (Alternate Choice): Pairing Northwest Texas and Central Texas 
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Potential concerns about pairing the Northwest Texas and Central Texas Annual 
Conferences include: 

 Fort Worth is located on the far eastern side of the proposed episcopal area and 
may be perceived as too far a distance from portions of the Northwest Texas 
Annual Conference. One survey respondent suggested Abilene as a possible 
new Annual Conference Office location. Another suggested that those in the 
panhandle are used to driving long distances and was not concerned about this 
issue. 

 If the two annual conferences decided to unify rather than simply pairing as one 
episcopal area: Growth on three Interstate (I-20, I-30, and I-35) corridors could 
split the focus of one annual conference and hamper its ability to prepare, plan 
and implement effective ministry. 

The New Mexico/Río Texas Pairing 
The rationale for pairing the New Mexico and Río Texas Annual Conferences (see Figure 
15) includes: 

 New Mexico and Río Texas both share the Rio Grande corridor. 
 Some of the New Mexico Annual Conference shares affinity with the west Texas 

area of the Río Texas Annual Conference. 
 With the Permian Basin and Eagle Ford Shale, the conferences can work jointly 

on mission to the oil field. 
 Both annual conferences include “border” areas that work directly with 

immigration issues. 
 Río Texas has a tradition of using the New Mexico camp (Sacramento) as a 

legacy location for spiritual enrichment and discipleship commitment. 
 Mutual mission fields: 

o Historic Hispanic population and culture 
o New Hispanic migration 
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Figure 15. The Pairing Option (Alternate Choice): Pairing New Mexico and Río Texas 

 
Potential concerns about pairing the New Mexico and Río Texas Annual Conferences 
include: 

 The geographic expanse is formidable. 
 Concentrating Hispanic populations in this annual conference may dampen 

diversity in other conferences. 
 The Río Texas Annual Conference recently underwent its own unification process 

and may not be prepared to undertake another. 
 There are currently two episcopal offices between the two annual conferences. 

Where would the episcopal office be located with this pairing (if the two annual 
conferences unified)?10 

                                                 
10 One survey respondent suggested a new Episcopal office at a midpoint such as El Paso. 
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5. Conclusion 
The members of the Mission 21 Task Force appreciate your time and attention in your 
reading of this report, which shares the background and process of our work and 
outlines several recommendations for consideration. 

Summary of Recommendations 
We recommend that the 2016 Jurisdictional Conference make a contingent decision 
that would result in the reduction of an episcopal area in advance of any mandate 
from General Conference. 

Note that the Task Force does NOT recommend that the 2016 Jurisdictional 
Conference formally decide to pursue the strategy of requesting a missional 
exception to any future requirement for reductions to the number of bishops 
within the South Central Jurisdiction. Given the implementation timing 
surrounding any future mandate, it is imperative that the Jurisdictional 
Conference be prepared to proceed with a specific recommendation.   

We recommend that the 2016 Jurisdictional Conference approve one of the following 
options for realignment of episcopal areas within the South Central Jurisdiction: 

First Choice—The Missional Option: Redraw the five existing episcopal areas (six 
annual conferences) in Texas and New Mexico as four episcopal areas.  

Alternate Choice—The Pairing Option: Pair the Northwest Texas Annual 
Conference with the Central Texas Annual Conference as one episcopal area 
and the New Mexico Annual Conference with the Río Texas Annual Conference 
as one episcopal area.  

We recommend that the 2016 Jurisdictional Conference establish a new task force for 
implementation of any changes approved by the Jurisdictional Conference.  

The Mission 21 Task Force presents these recommendations to the 2016 Jurisdictional 
Conference for consideration and approval. Please also review the information shared 
in the Appendixes that follow. We end by sharing several additional thoughts from 
survey respondents: 

 “When boundaries have to be redrawn folks tend to feel they have lost their identity in 
lieu of realizing they have gained an expanded identity. “ 

 “Change is hard, and while there are parts of this report that are difficult for me to 
swallow personally, I would rather be proactive in planning for these possible changes.” 

 “I am optimistic as to where the Holy Spirit will lead us as a SCJ in the UMC. It is a new 
day. Let us embrace the winds of change trusting everything to God's grace and 
design.”  
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Appendix A: Text of the Mission 21 Resolution from 2012 
MISSION 21: 

South Central Jurisdictional Conference Realignment for the Twenty-first Century 
 

The SCJ College of Bishops 
July 17, 2012 

 

Resolution:  The South Central Jurisdiction College of Bishops petitions the South Central Jurisdictional Conference to 
establish a Task Force designated as “Mission 21” for systematic and detailed realignment of the South Central 
Jurisdiction resources including Conferences and Episcopal areas to enhance the stated mission of making disciples of 
Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world.  

 

The Mission 21 Task Force shall make recommendations to the 2016 Jurisdictional Conference realignment of the South 
Central Jurisdiction.  The Mission 21 Task Force shall be guided by but not limited to considerations in the following 
areas: 

 The number and make up of Conferences and Episcopal Areas in the Jurisdiction.  Where possible, it shall seek to 
recommend an alignment of one Conference per Episcopal Area.   

 

 Consideration of realignment along different lines shall be investigated including but not limited to alignment 
based on: 

o Serving more people, younger people and more diverse populations 
o Affinity or other commonalities 
o Metropolitan areas 
o Geography 
o Clergy deployment 

 

 The focus of Episcopal leadership consistent with the demographic and missional outreach and growth of the 
Jurisdiction.  The Mission 21 Task Force will seek to discern and recommend how Episcopal leadership may be best 
deployed to enhance our mission on a Jurisdictional level.  The Mission 21 Task Force shall further be encouraged to 
make recommendations involving the key elements of ministry focus for bishops. 

 

 The use of Jurisdictional resources for accomplishing the stated mission of making disciples of Jesus Christ for 
the transformation of the world.  Jurisdictional resources including but not limited to finances, property, and 
personnel shall be examined for their best use in accomplishing the stated mission  

 

 The Mission 21 Task Force shall be governed by the general principle that “everything is on the table.” 
 

 The Mission 21 Task Force shall be named by The College of Bishops in consultation with the Jurisdictional 
Episcopal Committee.  

 

 The makeup of the Mission 21 Task Force shall: 
o Be no more than 10 people plus two Bishops named by the College of Bishops 
o Have at least one representative from every Episcopal Area 
o Contain appropriate diversity 
o Have at least 5 members below age 40 

 

 A conscious effort shall be made to assign people to the Mission 21 Task Force who will look to the whole 
jurisdiction and most explicitly to the mission of making disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of the 
world over and above defending turf or guarding established institutions, conferences or areas of privilege. 

 

 Foundational principles established for the 2012 Jurisdictional restructuring shall be followed with the 
provision that this work shall build upon the work already done, most especially the detailed listing conducted 
in existing Episcopal areas. 

o Mission – Everything we do is shaped by our mission to make disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation 
of the world. 

o A More Vital, Faithful, Fruitful United Methodist Witness – We envision an outcome of our work being a 
stronger United Methodist presence and witness. 

o Listening To God – Prayer and discernment must undergird and shape all of our deliberations. 
o Listening to Everyone Affected – One way we will listen to God is by listening to one another across the 

jurisdiction to hear the wisdom God has given us on this matter. 

 
Adequate financial resources shall be designated to employ a consultant(s) to guide the process as well as professional 
planners in Area modeling and missional design. 
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Appendix B: Issues around Episcopal Leadership 

Factors Affecting Episcopal Supervision 
The South Central Jurisdiction (SCJ) College of Bishops, in its 2012 restructuring, looked in 
depth at supervisory workloads of resident bishops. In addition, it surveyed delegates to 
the 2008 General Conference in regards to the most important issues shaping episcopal 
supervision and oversight. Workload ranked No. 3 (with “positioned for the future” and 
“stewardship” as No.1 & 2 respectively) when delegates were asked to rank. There is a 
widespread consensus among the bishops that the number of clergy to supervise 
significantly affects workload. The College of Bishops in the 2008 – 2012 quadrennium 
noted the following key elements as affecting the bishops’ workloads: 

 Missional reasons 
 Number of clergy under supervision 
 Number of annual conferences over which a bishop presides 
 Geography 

Each of these factors is discussed further below. 

Missional reasons 
What arrangement best serves the fruitfulness of our episcopal areas? How can we 
reconfigure our life together in a way that best serves the kingdom needs of the people 
in our jurisdiction? 

Number of clergy under supervision 
At least three factors must be considered: 

 Scope and span of supervision – included but not limited to the number of 
superintendents, clergy members, and lay supply pastors 

 Number of administrative and judicial processes 
o The Mission 21 Task Force discussed an idea to recommend the creation 

of a Jurisdictional Chancellor and has referred this recommendation to 
the Mission Council. 

 Leadership training – empowering and equipping the leadership of the 
episcopal area to work towards missional goals 

Number of annual conferences over which a bishop presides 
The more annual conferences, the more administrative and appointive workload. An 
effort in realignment must keep multiple annual conferences under a single episcopal 
area to a minimum. 
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Geography 
The larger the terrain under supervision, the more time spent in travel and the less 
episcopal presence is possible across the mission field(s). In any reconfiguration an 
effort must be made to lessen the travel time, which includes—but is not limited to—
access to airports and key travel hubs (See Figure A–1).  

Several survey respondents also mentioned the possibility of maintaining one or more 
“satellite” episcopal offices that the resident bishop could rotate to as needed to 
reduce the travel burden for members at the far ends of geographically large annual 
conferences, with minimal staff such as Assistant to the Bishop in permanent residence. 
Another theme raised by survey respondents was to consider increased use of 
technology for meetings. One respondent said, “No matter what solution is approved, 
this further cements the fact that ALL conferences must get better and more 
comfortable with using mobile and web technologies to keep in communication and 
for meetings. They should NEVER replace face-to-face, but the expense and wear and 
tear of travel absolutely dictates a shift in thinking/practice.” 

Figure A–1. Information about current SCJ episcopal areas 

Conference 
Annual 

Conferences 
Sq. 

Miles Churches Worship Major Cities 
Major 
Roadways Airports 

Arkansas 1 53,122 665 51,058 

Little Rock 
Texarkana 
Fort Smith 
Jonesboro 
Fayetteville 

I-40 
I-30 
Hwy 65 

Bill and Hillary National 

CTX 1 22,003 301 48,403 

Fort Worth 
Arlington 
Corsicana 
Waco 
Killeen 
Temple 
Georgetown 
Round Rock 
Brownwood 

I-20 
I-30 
I-35 
Hwy 67/377 
Hwy 281  
Hwy 
121/183 
Hwy 70 
Hwy 174 
Hwy 83 

DFW Int'l  
 
Austin-Bergstrom (adjacent) 

Great 
Plains 

1 159,285 1,038 89,022 

Wichita 
Topeka 
Kansas City 
Dodge City 
Salina 
Manhattan 
Omaha 
Lincoln 
Grand Island 
North Platte 

I-35/1-335 
I-70 
I-80 
Hwy 335 
Hwy 77 
Hwy 83 
Hwy 81 
Hwy 136 
Hwy 183 
Hwy 26 

Wichita Dwight D Eisenhower 
Int'l 
 
Kansas City Int'l 
 
Omaha Eppley Airfield 
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Conference 
Annual 

Conferences 
Sq. 

Miles Churches Worship Major Cities 
Major 
Roadways Airports 

Louisiana 1 52,524 493 40,875 

Shreveport 
Lafayette 
Baton Rouge 
New Orleans 
Lake Charles 
Monroe 

I-20 
I-49 
I-10 
Hwy 165 

Louis Armstrong New 
Orleans 
 
Baton Rouge Metro 
 
Alexandria Int'l 
 
Shreveport Regional 

Missouri 1 69,565 825 79,430 

Kansas City 
Jefferson City/ 
     Columbia 
Springfield 
St. Louis 

I-44 
I-55 
I-70 
I-49 
I-29 
Hwy 36 
Hwy 60 

Kansas City Int'l 
 
Springfield-Branson 
 
Lambert-St. Louis 

NM/NWTX 2 228,834 368 33,798 

Albuquerque 
Las Cruces 
Santa Fe 
El Paso 
Odessa 
Lubbock 
Amarillo 
Abilene 

I-40 
I-25 
I-10 
Hwy 64 
I-20 
I-27 

Albuquerque Int'l 
Roswell Int'l 
El Paso Int'l 
Midland Int'l 
Lubbock Preston Smith Int'l 
Rick Husband Amarillo Int'l 

NTX 1 16,281 300 59,638 

Dallas 
Plano 
Irving 
Denton 
Wichita Falls 
Sherman/Denison 
Paris 
McKinney 
Greenville 

I-30 
I-35 
Hwy 287 
Hwy 75 
I-635 
Hwy 121 
Hwy 175 
Hwy 271 
Hwy 82 
Hwy 281 

DFW Int'l 
 
Dallas Love Field 

Oklahoma/ 
Oklahoma 
Indian 
Missionary 

2 69,793 595 55,886 
Oklahoma City 
Tulsa 
Lawton 

I-44 
I-35 
I-40 
Hwy 75 
Hwy 81 

Will Rogers World  
 
Tulsa Int'l 

Río Texas 1 83,600 363 47,407 

Austin 
Midland 
Del Rio 
Laredo 
Brownsville 
Corpus Christi 
Victoria 

I-20 
I-10 
Hwy 277 
Hwy 83 
Hwy 90 
I-35 
I-37 
Hwy 281 
Hwy 77 
I-410 
Hwy 87 

San Antonio Int'l 
Austin-Bergstrom 
Brownsville/South Padre 
Island 
Del Rio 
Valley Int'l 
McAllen-Miller 

Texas 1 46,882 678 104,412 

Tyler 
Marshall 
Longview 
Nacogdoches 
Huntsville 
Beaumont 
Galveston 
Houston 
College Station 

Hwy 79 
I-45 
I-20 
Hwy 259 
Hwy 69 
Hwy 96/59 
Hwy 271 
Hwy 59 
I-10 

Houston Bush 
Intercontinental  
 
Houston Hobby  
 
Jack Brook's Regional Airport 

Churches and Worship is 2012 data from GCFA     
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The Changing Nature of Episcopal Leadership 
The College of Bishops is undergoing a major transition in understanding the episcopal 
office during this time period. Bishops are now expected to exercise significantly more 
leadership as opposed to administrative management. Additionally, worldwide 
responsibilities of The United Methodist Church as a whole continue to occupy a 
significant amount of a bishop’s time. 

All current options under consideration sought to satisfy, to the best of our ability, a 
balance between these factors while acknowledging that continuing conversation is 
needed in order to adapt to the ever-increasing changes in the mission fields we serve. 
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Appendix C: Pensions and Benefits Implications 

Implications Related to Options Involving No Changes to Annual Conference 
Boundaries (e.g., the Pairing Option without unification) 
If the Jurisdictional Conference chooses an option that does not change annual 
conference boundaries, then no structural change to the benefit programs would be 
necessary. Please keep in mind, however, that the various Boards of Pension involved 
need to be aware of the benefits in place between annual conferences as there will 
tend to be more clergy movement between conferences when a bishop is shared by 
more than one conference. Moves between annual conferences can be disruptive to 
the clergyperson’s family when there are varied benefits – and in some cases, will 
negatively impact either the disposable income that the clergyperson was told he/she 
might be receiving (with the possibility of more out-of-pocket expenses to pay for less 
generous benefits) or the ability of the clergyperson to retire comfortably. 

Implications Related to Options Involving Annual Conference Boundary 
Changes (e.g., the Missional Option or the Pairing Option with unification) 
If the Jurisdictional Conference chooses an option that would cause any of the annual 
conference boundaries to change and/or one or more conferences to dissolve, then 
benefits will definitely be impacted. In many cases, benefit changes caused by the 
dissolution of an annual conference can be a barrier to the successful joining of two 
conferences. Often this is because, in many annual conferences, the amount of money 
in reserves or within benefit plans represents a major portion of the money owned by 
the conferences. This factor, combined with the self-interest of clergypersons who might 
be negatively impacted financially should they receive less generous benefits than their 
current annual conference is offering, means that benefits need to be approached 
with care, and a clear and defined plan for those benefits needs to be understood 
prior to any annual conference realignment.   

The General Board of Pension and Health Benefits staff remains ready to assist annual 
conferences in their realignment per the Book of Discipline paragraph 1509. The recent 
unifications within Great Plains and Río Texas Annual Conferences followed these 
processes as described by the Book of Discipline, as well as setting up benefit task 
forces prior to the votes of the annual conferences involved to move ahead on merger 
so that a clear plan for benefits could be defined ahead of that vote. 

One of the most challenging issues faced in any unification process is when an area 
realigns annual conference borders such that it would cause the dissolution of one or 
more conferences. For instance, two of the options identified by the Mission 21 group 
involve dissolving the existing annual conferences within particular states and creating 
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a smaller number of new conferences with the same areas. In such scenarios, the 
challenge becomes Pre-82 pension benefits of the clergyperson who served in the 
dissolved conference. Those clergy’s benefits are specifically tied to the annual 
conference from which they had served prior to 1982. 

This is just one piece of a larger benefits puzzle. Post-retirement health benefit funding 
can even be a larger problem since every annual conference has a very different way 
of funding (or not funding) retiree health benefits and, in many cases, more money (or 
liability) is involved than is involved in the Pre-82 plan funding. Even in the current 
benefit plans (both pension and health benefits), there are conference-by-conference 
decisions on levels of benefits that must be reconciled. 

Thus, there are two concerns in these scenarios: 

1) Annual Conference Membership of Retired Clergy 
Which annual conference would retired clergypersons now be associated? It 
cannot always be in the location where a clergyperson is currently residing because 
clergy move all over the country (and sometimes out of the country) after they 
retire. Presumably active clergy might, as a general rule, become members of the 
new annual conference in which they are serving. A method or criteria would need 
to be defined for deciding annual conference membership of retired clergy, whose 
service might have spanned more than one of the new conferences. Perhaps that 
could be as simple as allowing the retirees to decide their annual conference 
membership, based on where they felt most at home or other preferences. 
However, annual conference membership decisions could affect non-retirement 
benefits such as retiree health, which tend to vary widely from conference to 
conference. Just as benefits vary widely, so do annual conference costs of and 
eligibility for retiree health insurance – as well as conference funding to the retirees 
for the purchase of a health plan.  Impact on annual conference budgets, fair 
allocation of existing funds for retiree health benefits and any ongoing 
apportionments for retiree health care should be considerations in any decisions 
about annual conference membership of retirees. A group—perhaps the Joint 
Distributing Committee or another group representing Boards of Pensions of the 
existing conferences—would need to recommend how retirees’ annual conference 
membership will be determined. 
 

2) Allocation of Pre-82 Service, Liabilities and Assets; Decisions on Benefit Levels 
When annual conferences unite, divide or realign, responsibility for Pre-82 benefits 
goes to the new conference within whose bounds the charge is located where Pre-
82 service was rendered (¶1506.7). Pre-82 assets of the existing annual conferences 
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are typically allocated to new conferences accordingly, based on the liabilities 
each assumes for Pre-82 service in the charges of the new conference. Pre-82 
benefit levels and funding levels for those benefits differ widely among the annual 
conferences most likely to be involved in realignment. The data-gathering and 
analysis to allocate all Pre-82 service and related liabilities of the existing annual 
conferences among the new conferences can be a significant effort for both the 
Joint Distributing Committee and the General Board of Pension and Health Benefits. 
Further, the realignment may mean that a clergyperson’s Pre-82 benefits are now 
coming from two or more new annual conferences and are paid at different Past 
Service Rates, whereas the person’s Pre-82 service may have been all within one of 
the former conferences and at a single Past Service Rate. Complicating this further, 
each annual conference has authority to set its own Past Service Rate(s), within 
some restrictions, and the new conferences might elect greater or lesser benefit 
increases than the former conference would have adopted. 

Potential Strategies for Managing Pensions Issues Related to Annual Conference 
Boundary Changes 
If the Jurisdictional Conference were to approve an option that entails the dissolution 
and creation of annual conferences, the variation among annual conferences in Pre-
82 benefit levels and funded status noted above may call for a new overall approach 
to setting Pre-82 benefits after conference boundaries are redrawn. Although each 
annual conference ultimately can make its own decision about Pre-82 benefits, a 
unified strategy agreed on by all the new conferences could help assure retirees 
receive benefits in line with what they might have expected without realignment, and 
churches are not burdened with greater benefit costs than they might have otherwise 
experienced. Such an approach could take one of several directions, such as: 

1) A uniform rate of increase, for example 2 percent, in Past Service Rates for all Pre-82 
service within Texas. 

2) Increasing Past Service Rates in accordance with funding plans of the former 
annual conferences (which would mean multiple rates in a new conference 
comprised of churches from two or more former conferences). 

3) Freezing Past Service Rates at time of realignment and giving grants for the 
increases that could have been expected without realignment. An understanding 
of this nature may be reassuring to retirees with significant Pre-82 service, as well as 
helping keep liabilities in check. 

Because changing economic circumstances and demographics could call for 
eventual revisions to any initial approach for Pre-82 benefits, it may be important for the 
annual conferences involved to determine at the outset how, and by whom, 
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subsequent review and assessment will be done and adjustments to the strategy 
recommended.  This approach deals only with one of the benefit-related issues, but 
since Pre-82 benefits can become complicated in annual conference realignments, 
the approach might assist with the realignment process. That being said, a more 
“regional approach” to issues such as pre- and post-retiree health insurance, active 
pension benefits, and other ancillary benefits might be explored to minimize the benefit 
disruption for clergy who would be impacted by the creation of the new annual 
conferences. 
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Appendix D: Alternate Options Considered 
The Mission 21 Task Force considered a number of possible realignment options over the 
course of the quadrennium. Some were discussed at length and developed in detail. 
Others, including several interesting ideas shared through the Mission 21 survey, were 
considered briefly but set aside in favor of options that better fit the priorities of the Task 
Force (see Figure 4). Two of the options presented in the original draft report (available 
at www.ctcumc.org/mission21) appear in this appendix, followed by a listing of the 
suggestions submitted by survey respondents. Although we reviewed and considered 
each option, those contained in this section were rejected in favor of the two options 
contained in the body of this report. 

The Comprehensive Option 
The Task Force spent significant time discussing and identifying a comprehensive option 
to realign the majority of the SCJ. We developed a set of proposed new annual 
conferences centered on major metropolitan areas and areas of cultural similarity such 
as the Houston/Austin area and the Dallas/Fort Worth area. Note that this realignment 
would actually result in a reduction from seven episcopal areas (eight annual 
conferences) to five, for a total reduction of two episcopal areas. Figure D–1 shows the 
new episcopal areas that were identified under this option, and Figure D–2 summarizes 
several statistics that would result from this configuration.  

After further development, the Task Force determined that changes of this scale will 
simply not be feasible to implement and that the other options would be more cost 
efficient, more time effective, and less complicated. Implementation of this option 
would tie up the vast majority of SCJ conferences (eight out of eleven), including 
bishops and annual conference leadership, hampering their ability to resource the 
local churches and individuals located within them. Our research and discussions 
identified that the crucial factors we were asked to consider along with the overall 
process for redrawing the entire SCJ would not best accomplish the goal / mission of 
the Task Force for reasons including but not limited to the following:  

 Based on the number of churches and membership in the proposed revised 
annual conferences / episcopal areas, it was impossible to provide equal clergy 
and ensure quality of service. The possibilities of being over-staffed in one area 
vs. under-staffed in another are significantly higher.  

 Based on the same data, the average workload for each episcopal area would 
increase substantially for most bishops, minimizing the overall effectiveness.  
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 Based on the overall demographics of the proposed plans, there would be 
significant issues with communication, accountability, and performance in 
respect to time and location.  

 Based on the major implications regarding benefits (life insurance, disability 
plans, retirement, etc.) on clergy and staff, the task of identifying, developing, 
and employing an acceptable benefit plan would be an extensively complex 
undertaking and the potential financial impact to the annual conferences and 
the clergy is likely to be unreasonable (see Appendix C). 

Figure D–1. Comprehensive Option Map 

 
Figure D–2. Statistics resulting from the Comprehensive Option 
 

 
 

      Area        Sq. Miles   Churches   Worship  Apportionment  Pop 2020       Race by % 2020               
       1            61,052        409        35,547    $  6,910,538     4,607,174   A2,   B28.5,H6,  W61,   O2 
       2           59,075        709        51,770    $14,055,316     3,247,204   A1,   B16,   H6,  W75,   O2 
       3              41,322        799         116,080    $24,133,231     9,807,899   A4.5,B16,   H23,W54,   O2 
       4         104,375        718         132,348    $27,810,200   16,199,630   A4,   B11,   H43,W40,   O2 
       5         267,742        509           43,889    $13,459,262     5,534,403   A1,   B 3,   H45,W44.5 O6 
   
Note: Race Legend (% Rounded) 
 A: Asian 
 B: Black/African American 
 H: Hispanic, Latino 

W: White, Caucasian 
O: Native American, Pacific Islander, Other Non Hispanic   

Churches, Worship and Apportionment is 2012 data from GCF&A 
Apportionment: Does not include District Apportionments
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The Missional Option Additional Variation 
The Task Force considered a second variation of the Missional option (this was the 
primary variation of the Hybrid option in the draft report and survey) in which 
Conference 3 includes the eastern New Mexico portion of the New Mexico Annual 
Conference (west of the Texas Panhandle) and Conference 4 encompasses the Rio 
Grande corridor. This variation is depicted in Figure D–3. Figure D–4 lists the statistics 
associated with this variation. Although the Task Force favored this variation because it 
better reflects cultural similarities, the majority of survey respondents preferred the other 
variation that is presented in the body of this report as the Task Force’s first choice.  

Figure D–3. The Missional Option—Rio Grande Corridor variation 
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Figure D–4. Statistics resulting from the Missional Option—Rio Grande Corridor variation  
 

 

Options Suggested by Survey Respondents 
Members of the Task Force read through all of the comments submitted on the Mission 
21 survey to extract specific suggestions contributed by respondents and spent 
additional time considering those suggestions. Several of these ideas were also 
considered in early Task Force meetings. Below, we present the suggestions made by 
survey respondents, followed by a response summarizing the advantages and 
containing a rationale for why the Task Force is not recommending that option. 

Suggestion 1. Combine the western third of Kansas with the panhandle of Oklahoma 
and NWTX. Combine the eastern third of Kansas with Missouri and eastern part of 
Nebraska. Move Western Nebraska to the Western Jurisdiction. 

Response: This alignment creatively considers similar cultures and offers a missional 
focus. However, this option was considered and rejected in the previous area 
alignments.  Splitting Kansas breaks up the natural affinity of one state, and there is no 
adequate provision in the above suggestion for the middle of the state.  Also, the 
Mission 21 mandate does not include the option of redrawing jurisdictional lines or 
considering options outside the jurisdiction. 

Suggestion 2. Combine the Central Texas and North Texas Annual Conferences. 

Response: If the annual conferences are kept separate, this is probably the easiest 
realignment to do from a bureaucratic perspective.  However, it could greatly diminish 
missional impact in a crucial growth area of the jurisdiction, damage the breadth and 
depth of episcopal leadership and the greater sense of connectionalism.  The 
episcopal work load is crushing and it does not effectively cover two of the most critical 
mission field–growth areas of the jurisdiction. The "institutional" workload for the bishop is 

Conference   Sq. Miles   Churches   Worship  Apportionment  Pop 2020       Race by % 2020          
       1            38,410        494        90,672    $19,141,333     8,815,219    A6, B17, H31, W45, O2  
       2            22,519        471        72,503    $14,527,907     6,378,868    A5, B15, H25, W53, O2  
       3            209,714        542           68,598    $14,948,449   11,521,007    A2, B 5,  H53, W36, O4  
       4          135,557        502           60,398    $16,596,880     5,032,724    A3, B 8,  H29, W58, O2
        
 
Note: Race Legend (% Rounded) 
 A: Asian 
 B: Black/African American 
 H: Hispanic, Latino 

W: White, Caucasian 
O: Native American, Pacific Islander, Other Non Hispanic   

Churches, Worship and Apportionment is 2012 data from GCF&A 
Apportionment: Does not include District Apportionments 
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immense (the last bishop to serve both North Texas and Central Texas as one episcopal 
area termed the combined institutional load "crushing" and commented that a bishop 
barely had time for anything else) and would severely impact episcopal leadership in 
other mission-critical areas (e.g., Four Focus areas, vital congregations). The diversity of 
the larger metro-area combined with outlying rural areas necessitates greater—not 
lesser—episcopal supervision. 

Suggestion 3. Divide the Central Texas Annual Conference between the Río Texas and 
North Texas Annual Conferences. 

Response: This proposal may minimize disruptions and seeks to create balance while 
reducing number of annual conferences. It provides resources to strengthen both Río 
Texas and North Texas, and avoids establishing another massive geographical annual 
conference. However, there was concern that this does little to positively affect the 
mission of the church, and could result in episcopal overload (as noted in the above 
response under Suggestion 2). Dallas and Tarrant Counties are among the fastest 
growing in the nation. Keeping them in distinctly different episcopal areas maximizes 
missional impact.  

Suggestion 4. Combine the Texas and Río Texas Annual Conferences. 

Response: This option presents limited disruption with regard to boundaries and offers 
some missional and cultural focus for south Texas and the Gulf coast. However, it 
creates another massive annual conference (129,882 square miles) as well as a large 
episcopal workload (1041 churches). Missional focus would be divided between 
enormous urban populations and vast regions of rural areas. 

Suggestion 5. Make the State of New Mexico its own conference (Missionary 
Conference if necessary). 

Response: This option acknowledges the unique culture of the State of New Mexico 
and could be considered as part of the Pairing Option (if preferred over the Missional 
Option by the Jurisdictional Conference). Under this scenario, the New Mexico state 
portion of the New Mexico Annual Conference could maintain a separate annual 
conference, sharing a bishop with a sister conference comprising Río Texas and the 
Texas portions of the New Mexico Annual Conference. Although this is a possibility, the 
resulting resources available to the New Mexico State annual conference would be 
limiting, and maintaining separate conferences would work against the Task Force’s 
goal to have one annual conference per Episcopal area. 
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Suggestion 6. Move the New Mexico Annual Conference to the Western Jurisdiction 
(Desert Southwest Annual Conference). 

Response: Although this option may address cultural affinity and a shared missional 
focus as to the population and social makeup of the Southwest, it would not result in 
the reduction of an episcopal area, because the New Mexico Annual Conference 
currently shares a bishop with the Northwest Texas Annual Conference. Also, the Mission 
21 mandate does not include the option of redrawing jurisdictional lines or considering 
options outside the jurisdiction. 

Suggestion 7. Combine the New Mexico Annual Conference with the Oklahoma and 
Oklahoma Indian Missionary Annual Conferences. 

Response: There is an historic relationship between New Mexico and Oklahoma. 
Cultural similarities of these areas could allow for more focused resourcing to Native 
American and Hispanic ministries. However, it does not result in the reduction of an 
episcopal area, because the New Mexico Annual Conference currently shares a 
bishop with the Northwest Texas Annual Conference. 

Suggestion 8. Combine the Arkansas and Louisiana Annual Conferences. 

Response: There is an historic relationship between these two annual conferences and 
some cultural affinity in the state border region that adjoins them.  However, it would 
create an unmanageable episcopal workload (1158 churches) and a geographical 
region that encompasses different cultural affinities. 

Suggestion 9. Combine the Northwest Texas and New Mexico Annual Conferences. 

Response: This option would create a very large geographical region (228,834 square 
miles) and would not result in the reduction of an episcopal area because the two 
annual conferences already share one bishop. 

Suggestion 10. Combine the Northwest Texas and Río Texas Annual Conferences. 

Response: This solution would not result in a reduction of in the number of episcopal 
areas. The New Mexico Annual Conference would still retain the bishop currently shared 
with Northwest Texas, and it could not easily be paired with another annual conference 
because it would be cut off geographically from the rest of the South Central 
Jurisdiction. Combining this solution with something similar to Suggestion 5 above (move 
the New Mexico Annual Conference to the Western Jurisdiction) could potentially result 
in a reduction of episcopal areas, but—as noted above—cross-jurisdictional changes 
were outside the purview of the Task Force’s mandate. 


